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Manual abstract:
@@@@This appliance is designed for storing food, domestic use according to these instructions only. Specialised companies that are qualified to do so by
the manufacturer must carry out service and repairs including repairing and changing the power cord. Accessory parts supplied by them should be used only
for repairing. Otherwise the appliance can be damaged or can cause other damage or injury. The appliance is out of circuit only in that case if the plug is
removed from the socket. Before cleaning and maintenance always unplug it (do not get it by the cable). If the socket is difficult to reach, switch off the
appliance by cutting off the current. Power cord must not be lengthened. Without the lamp cover of interior lighting you must not operate the appliance. When
cleaning, defrosting, taking out frozen food or ice tray do not use sharp, pointed or hard devices, as they can cause damage to the appliance.
Be careful not to allow liquids to the temperature control and lighting box. Ice and ice-cream can cause hurt if they are eaten immediately after removal from
the frozen food compartment. After dissolving frozen food must not be refrozen, it must be used up as soon as possible. Store pre-packed frozen food in
accordance with the frozen food manufacturer's instructions. You must not make defrosting faster with any electric heating appliance or chemicals.
Do not put hot pot to the plastic parts. Do not store flammable gas and liquid in the appliance, because they may explode. @@@@@@@@Plastic foil can
cause suffocation. Adults must handle the appliance. Do not allow children to play with it or its controlling parts.
If you are discarding the appliance pull the plug out of the socket, cut the connection cable (as close to the appliance as you can) and remove the door to
prevent playing children to suffer electric shock or to close themselves into it. Safety precautions for installation Put the appliance to the wall to avoid
touching or catching warm parts (compressor, condenser) to prevent possible burn. When moving the appliance take care of the plug not to be in the socket.
When placing the appliance take care not to stand it on the power cord. Adequate air circulation should be around the appliance, lacking this leads to
overheating. To achieve sufficient ventilation follow the instructions relevant to installation. 22 GB Ins tr uctions f or the User General information The
official designation of the appliance is 'refrigerator-freezer combination with one motor compressor and freezer placed in the lower part'. The appliance has
-besides the general services- a freezer with its own door and is completely separated from the other unit. According to this the appliance is suitable for
storing frozen and deep-frozen food, freezing products in quantity given in the user's instructions at home and making ice. The appliance can meet the
requirements of standards between different temperature limits according to the climate class.
The letter symbol for climate class can be found on the data label. Description of the appliance, main parts A - Refrigerator B - Freezer 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.
10. 11. Cover frame with indicating switch Lighting box Wire shelf Defrost water collector Glass shelf Vegetable boxes Data label Freezing compartment
Storing compartments Defrost water outlet Bottom cover grid 12. 13. 14.
15. 16. 17. 18. 19.
20. 21. 22. 23. 24. Adjustable feet Butter compartment Egg tray Door shelf Door gasket Bottle shelf Ice tray Condenser Defrost water outlet tube Spacer
Evaporative tray Compressor Rollers 23 In figures the ZLKF 301 appliance can be seen. GB Indicating switch To use the yellow indicating switch placed in
the cover frame can be necessary in two cases: 1. Push the switch (it will move outwards and the indicator lamp will give light) when the ambient temperature
goes beyond +16 °C. The switch operates a heater, which ensures that the necessary -18 °C storing temperature can be used. This is effective to an ambient
temperature limit of +10 °C.
2. @@@@In 0 position the appliance is out of operation. @@@@@@@@The 3 position generally meets the requirements of everyday cooling. @@In the
maximum i.e. 5 position - in case of increased demand e.g. @@@@@@Do not put hot food into the refrigerator. Allow it to reach room temperature
naturally. In this way the unnecessary frost building up can be avoided.
Foods can take over odours from each other. @@It is practical to make sure of faultless operation of the appliance daily so as to notice possible failure in
time and prevent deterioration of frozen foods. Storing in the freezer It is practical to replace frozen products into the wire basket(s) after freezing has
finished. Doing this you could make room in the freezing compartment for another freezing. Intermediate freezing does not deteriorate foods already stored.
Do not forget to keep to the storage time given on the packaging of frozen products if you buy them frozen. To store home-frozen products see the storing
instructions placed in the door of the freezer. Symbols signify the various foods, numbers mean maximum storing time given in months. 26 GB Hints and ideas
In this chapter practical hints and ideas are given about how to use the appliance to reach maximum energy saving and there is environmental information
about the appliance as well. Maintenance Defrosting Bleeding part of the moisture of cooling chambers in form of frost and ice goes with the operation of the
appliance.
Thick frost and ice has an insulating effect, so it reduces cooling efficiency as the temperature increases in the cooling chambers, they need more energy, at a
certain thickness it does not allow the door of the freezing compartment to open. At this type of appliance defrosting the cooling plate of the refrigerator is
automatic without any external intervention.The thermostatic control interrupts the operation of compressor at regular intervals for more or less time during
this cooling is interrupted the temperature of the cooling plate goes above 0 °C due to interior heating load of the compartment, so defrosting occurs. When
the surface temperature of the cooling plate has reached +3 - +4 °C the thermostatic control restarts operation of the system. Melting water flows through
defrost water outlet leaded through the back into the evaporative tray maintained on the top of compressor and evaporates due to its warmth. Check and clean
the outlet of melting water coming during defrosting regularly a label inside the appliance warns you for this. If it is clogged the melting water gathered can
cause earlier failure as it can go to the insulating of the appliance. Clean the melting water outlet with the supplied pipe scraper that can be seen in the
figure. The pipe scraper has to be stored in the outlet. The most typical case of clogging up in the melting water outlet when you put food wrapped in some
paper into the appliance and this paper contacts back plate of the refrigerator and freezes to it.
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If you remove the food right at this moment the paper will tear and it can cause clogging up in the outlet by getting into it. @@Be sure that the condenser
and the compressor are well ventilated. Do not cover the sections where ventilation is. @@@@Put foods into the appliance only in a closed dish.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@The tray in figure is not a piece of accessories to the appliance! @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@Put an
adequately high bowl or dish under the outlet. The bowl in figure is not a piece of accessories to the appliance! Wipe the surfaces after defrosting and leading
the water out. @@It is recommended to operate the appliance at the highest position of the thermostatic control for some hours so that it can reach the
sufficient storing temperature as soon as possible. 28 GB Regular cleaning It is recommended to wash the inside of the refrigerator in 3-4 weeks time using
lukewarm water then wipe it (it is practical to clean the inside of the freezer and defrost it at a time). Household cleaner or soap must not be used. After
breaking the circuit wash the appliance with lukewarm water then wipe it.
Clean the door gasket with clean water. After cleaning apply voltage to the appliance. It is recommended to remove the dust and dirt collected on the back of
the refrigerator and the condenser and to clean the evaporative tray on top of the compressor once or twice a year. When the refrigerator is not in use In case
the appliance will not be used for a long time follow these steps: Break the circuit of the appliance. Remove foods from the refrigerator.
Defrost and clean it as written before. Leave the door open to avoid a build up of air inside. Trouble shooting How to change the bulb Should the light fail to
work you can change it as below: Break the circuit of the appliance. Unscrew the plate screw fixing the lamp cover, then take the lamp cover off in the
direction of arrow and the bulb can be changed. @@@@@@@@This is not trouble, but means normal operation.
@@@@@@refrigerator. If products are not cold enough or placed wrongly. The door does not close tightly or it is not shut properly. It is too warm in the
Thermostatic control can be set wrongly. freezer. The door does not close tightly or it is not shut properly. Products in big quantity to be frozen were put in.
Products to be frozen are placed too closely to each other. Water flows at the back It is normal. During automatic defrosting plate of the refrigerator.
frost melts on the back plate. Water flows into the The outlet of the chamber can be clogged up. chamber. Products placed in can prevent water from flowing
into the collector. Waten go beyond the prescribed temperature. @@@@@@If levelling the appliance requires, these washers can be removed. @@If it is
unavoidable because of furnishing and the appliance has to be stood near a cooker take these minimum distances into consideration: In case of gas or electric
cooker 3 cm must be left, when it is less put a 0,5-1 cm non-flam insulation between the two appliances. In case of oil or coal-fired stove the distance must be
30 cms since they give off more heat. The refrigerator is designed to operate when it is totally pushed to the wall. When placing the refrigerator keep minimal
distances recommended in figure.
A : placing it under a wall-cupboard B : placing it freely Change of door opening direction Should the setting-up place or handling demand it, door-opening
direction can be refitted from righthanded to left-handed. Appliances on the market are right-handed. @@@@@@Remove carefully (e.g. @@Dismount the
bottom door holder of the freezer by removing the screws (2 pieces) and the fill plates (2 pieces).
Take off the door of the freezer by pulling it slightly downwards. Dismount the double door holder by removing the screws (2 pieces) and the fill plates (2
pieces). Take off the door of the refrigerator by pulling it slightly downwards. Unscrew the top door holding pin of the refrigerator, then screw it back on the
other side. Remove the covering nails of the double door holder on the left side and put them to the other side.
Fit the door of the refrigerator to the top door holding pin. Fix the double door holder onto the left side using the screws (2 pieces) and fill plates (2 pieces).
Be careful that the door edge of the refrigerator is parallel with the edge of the mantle. Fit the door of the freezer to the double door holding pin.
@@@@@@@@Put the appliance to its place, set it level and apply voltage to it. In case you do not want to perform the procedures above, call the nearest
brand-mark service. Technicians will accomplish the refitting expertly for charge. Electrical connection This refrigerator is designed to operate on a 230 V
AC (~) 50 Hz supply. This appliance complies with the following E.E.
C. Directives: 73/23 EEC of 19.02.73 (Low Voltage Directive) and subsequent modifications, 89/336 EEC of 03.05.89 (Electromagnetic Compatibility
Directive) and subsequent modifications. 33 The plug must be put into a socket with protective contact. If there is no such, it is recommended to get an
electrician to fit an earthed socket in compliance with standards near the refrigerator. GB S t or age time char t Time and method of storage of fresh foods in
the refrigerator Foods Raw meat Cooked meat Roasted meat Raw minced meat Roasted minced meat Cold cuts, Vienna sausage Fresh fish Cooked fish Fried
fish Tinned fish, open Fresh chicken Fried chicken Fresh hen Boiled hen Fresh duck, goose Roasted duck, goose Butter unopened Butter opened Milk in a
plastic bag Cream Sour cream Cheese (hard) Cheese (soft) Curds Egg Spinach, sorrel Green peas, green beans Mushroom Carrot, roots Bell-pepper Tomato
Cabbage Quickly rotting fruits (strawberry, raspberry, etc.) Other fruits Tinned fruits opened Cakes filled with cream 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 2 X X X X X x X X x X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Storage time in days 3 4 5 x x x X x x X x x
x x x x x x X X x x X X X x X x X X X X X x X x X x X X X X X x x x x x x x x x x X X x x x X X X X X x X x X x X X x X x x Method of packaging 6 x 7 cling film,
airtight dish covered dish covered dish covered dish covered cling film, cellophane, grease-proof paper cling film, airtight dish covered dish covered dish
covered cling film, airtight dish covered cling film, airtight dish covered cling film, airtight dish covered original packaging original packaging original
packaging plastic box plastic box aluminium foil cling film cling film cling film cling film cling film cling film cling film cling film cling film cling film cling
film dish covered dish covered x x x x x x x X x x x X x x X x x X x X X x x x x x x x X x x X x x X x x X x X X x x X x x X x X X x x x Notation: X usual storage
time x possible storage time (concerns to really fresh product only) 34 GB War r ant y and ser vice Guarantee conditions Service and spare parts If calling
the service is unavoidable, announce the trouble at a brand-mark service nearest to your place.
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When announcing the appliance has to be identified according to its data label. The data label of the appliance is stuck to the wall of the interior beside the
vegetable box in the fresh food compartment in the bottom on the left side. All necessary data are there which are needed to the service announcement (type,
model, serial number, etc.). Note here the data from the data label of your appliance: Model Product No.
Serial No. Date of purchase: The manufacturer reserves the right to make any changes in the products. 35 Printed by Xerox Hungary Ltd. 2002. 03.
06. .
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